ABSTRACT

A real-world problem in stock markets is always the emotional control. Obviously, the real question is how to “control” the bad emotions and feelings (e.g. fear and greed), just before the execution orders, rather than to “eliminate” them. In order to address the emotional control problem, this article introduces the innovative concept “Emotional Control Sharing Trading Psychology, ECSTP”, which has been defined as a collaborative trading engineering term. Then, an empirically-tested approach (statistical analysis) is performed in order to initially evaluate the proposed term in real-world NYSE trading strategies as far as the returns are concern. The evaluation result shows an up to 29% improve in returns after the adoption of the proposed term. The implications of the proposed trading approach are pointed to better and more stable decisions with the cost of groupware coordination and communication problems. Always, a well designed and organized collaborative intervention improves groupware efficiency and effectiveness for investment decisions.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Always in trading and particularly in trading psychology, the so called bad emotions (e.g. fear and greed) resulted in undocumented “buy” and “sell” orders and eventually in trading loses. The “bad emotions” problem described by [1-4] in financial literature. In this field, timing the market trading activities is always a difficult function [5,6]. Also, in trading, a number of chaotic functions with unpredictable functionalities is involved, like determinants and price changes [7], market trends and financial crises [8], market volatility and leveraged ETFs [9], temporal changing climatic conditions [10], triggering orders in trading [11], etc.

But, despite the fact that in financial literature trading tactics were fully investigated [12-19], the “sharing trading psychology” topic is still an undocumented term. Also, “emotional control” in a sharing environment is a challenge for investigation, research and documentation. Obviously, the merging of the “sharing trading psychology” topic with the “emotional control” in a sharing environment challenging should produce a trading dynamic psychology, still undocumented so far.

The purpose of this article is to approach the above merging using empirically-tested data provided by Barron’s [20]. It must emphasized that, as far as the current paper is concern, it is just an approach and not a well-documented methodology [21-26].
The rest of the article is organized as follows: Section 2 (“Emotional Control Sharing Trading Psychology”) the new concept is introduced and projected in time to become a temporal term; Section 3 (“Empirically-tested Functionality”) validates the introduced temporal term and discuss its performance; Finally, Section 4 (“Conclusions”) summarizes paper’s innovations and contributions.

2. METHODOLOGY

The methodology used in this article is based on the innovative concept “Emotional Control Sharing Trading Psychology, ECSTP”. The introduced concept ECSTP, actually, is referred to as a collaborative trading engineering term which tries to address joint (combining) trading dynamic psychology functionality as a preliminary solution to the well-known “bad emotions” problem in trading decisions. References and theory approaches to group productivity and collaboration engineering applications with sustained success are well described by R.O. Briggs et al. in [27-29], but none of these antecedents is covering the psychology dimension and particularly the trading psychology in dynamic trading market situations.

The ECSTP term is defined as a collaborative procedure between trusted traders and investors in sharing their ideas, opinions, and initiatives just before the final execution order (“triggering”) in trading [8,9]. That is to say, if this procedure is adopted, then the executive part in trading decisions (the so-called “triggering” procedure) is implemented only after a sharing trading psychology meeting is executed first and an implicit, clear, and concise trading tactic is adopted.

Always in collaboration activities one of the critical concerns is the number of the group members, with coordination and communication issues involved in the relative discussions [30]. More participants mean more efficiency in decision making but with the cost of a significant effort for group cooperative management [31]. In the proposed approach, the number of the members of this meeting should be a number greater than 3 (to enhance statistically the reliability of the decision and reduce the possibility of an error while keeping the groupware functionality) and less than 10 (in order the meeting to be functional and executive as much as possible in a very short time period).

According to statistic and psychology theory, the collaborative decisions beat individual ones in terms of correct answers in multi-choice environments and in dramatic dynamic situations (on-panic decisions). All the members of this collaborative procedure must be dedicated and validated (in morality, trustiness, discretion, etc.). These could be the certified traders of a financial institution/company or the individual members of subscribed e-trading rooms, recently appearing in USA [22,25].

The proposed collaborative engineering term ECSTP, in case of projection in time, become a temporal function rich in simple (e.g. “Buy/Sell immediately on Market open at 09:30 am EST”) or conditional trading functionalities (e.g. “If the Price Action at 11:00 is above the detected morning local high, issue a BUY order”).

The introduced concept is viable because [27,31]:

(i) The “Build Consensus” pattern of collaboration sustainability (“In the process of the time, groups move from having more disagreement to having less disagreement on meetings for trading strategies”) apply to the proposed procedure;

(ii) The “Evaluate” pattern of collaboration sustainability (“In the process of the time, groups move from less to more understanding of the simple or conditional
Finally, the simple or conditional trading functionalities are worthwhile according to many examples related to a number of investment decision cases, as they described by D.L. Dean et al. in [31]. For more information and literature review for collaborative engineering and collaborative trading engineering as well, please find articles in the specialized journal [32].

3. EMPIRICALLY-TESTED FUNCTIONALITY

The statistics for the proposed ECSTP function are presented in the following Table 1, which displays the summary numbers and statistical indicators of both “Individual Trading” and “Cooperative ECSTP Trading” trading from 1st January 2016 to 31st December 2017 (1105 trades in both cases). For comparative reasons, the “Individual Trading” was carry out in Melbourne, Australia under the supervision of the second paper’s author; and at the same time the proposed “Cooperative ECSTP Trading” was carry out in Thessaloniki, Greece and Maastricht, Netherlands under the supervision of the first paper’s author. All the primitive data for Table 1 were obtained from Barron’s, a low-cost financial data provider (https://www.barrons.com).
Table 1. Sample ECSTP Statistics (Trading Returns)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Individual Trading</th>
<th>Cooperative ECSTP Trading</th>
<th>Differences</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean Return (%)</td>
<td>Median Return (%)</td>
<td>St. dev.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trades</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simple</td>
<td>1105</td>
<td>4.54</td>
<td>4.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PA Conditional</td>
<td>1105</td>
<td>10.50</td>
<td>0.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simple Temporal</td>
<td>1105</td>
<td>14.54</td>
<td>4.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PA Conditional Temporal</td>
<td>1105</td>
<td>20.50</td>
<td>0.35</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Changes significantly different from zero at 3% level
**Changes significantly different from zero at 1% level

Where:
- Simple – A non-Conditional (Price Action) Buy/Sell order & without any timing influence (i.e. random time orders).
- PA Conditional – A Price Action Conditional Buy/Sell order but without any timing influence (i.e. an order depending from the Price Action chart’s critical points; e.g. morning session’s local high/low).
- Simple Temporal – A non-Conditional (Price Action) Buy/Sell order & with timing influence (i.e. orders at specific times; e.g. Buy on opening at 09:30 am EST, Sell on closing at 04:00 pm EST).
- PA Conditional Temporal – A Price Action Conditional Buy/Sell order & with timing influence (e.g. Buy on closing at 04:00 pm EST if the PA is above the daily-mean PA high).

Return - The trade return measured in US Dollars ($).

Difference - The difference in Mean Returns between “Individual Trading” and “Cooperative ECSTP Trading”.

3.1 Discussion
The Table 1 statistical figures suggest that the incorporation of the proposed ECSTP cooperative trading function increase trade returns by 23% to 29%. The percentage depends from both, the PA conditional trading and the temporal trading. The biggest difference (29%) is achieved if the ECSTP function is operated with a PA conditional temporal functionality (e.g. Buy on closing at 04:00 pm EST if the PA is above the daily-mean PA high and Sell next morning on opening at 09:30 am EST) [26]. Also, the Standard Deviation numbers of the proposed ECSTP trading are always lower than the Individual trading implying a bit more sustainable results.
4. CONCLUSIONS

The current article has presented a groupware methodology for collaborative trading engineering and investment decisions and it is more appropriate for financial institutions trading the NYSE. The evaluation result of the proposed approach shows an up to 29% improve in returns after the adoption of the proposed approach. The implications of the proposed trading methodology are pointed to better and more stable decisions with the cost of groupware coordination and communication problems, but always a well designed and organized collaborative intervention improves groupware efficiency and effectiveness for investment decisions.

As an empirically-tested approach rather than a well-defined methodology (a possible future extension of the presented research), the described work is based on the innovation concept “Emotional Control Sharing Trading Psychology” which tries to address the trading dynamic psychology as a preliminary solution to the “bad emotions” trading problem. The proposed approach was defined in this article as a collaborative procedure between traders and investors in sharing their ideas, opinions, and initiatives just before the final order. In other words, the executive part in trading is triggered only after a well-organized sharing trading psychology meeting and a commonly accepted tactic. The members of this collaborative procedure could be the traders of a financial company or the individual members of virtual trading rooms.

The presented approach is most likely to be successful when team goals are clear, the project champion supports the collaborative trading engineering procedure, and there is always a sufficient budget to design, implement, and maintain the groupware trading functionalities.
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NOTES

NYSE: New York Stock Exchange

Emotional Control: Emotional control is an active thought process or a commitment to a behavior to control your emotion, also known as a coping mechanism or emotion regulation or mood regulation.

Collaborative Trading Engineering: [Wikipedia] Collaborative engineering is defined by the International Journal of Collaborative Engineering as a discipline that "studies the interactive process of engineering collaboration, whereby multiple interested stakeholders resolve conflicts, bargain for individual or collective advantages, agree upon courses of action, and/or attempt to craft joint outcomes which serve their mutual interests" [32]. Collaborative trading engineering is quickly becoming a topic of great interest in recent years due to the explosion of internet technologies in trading.

Trading Psychology: [Investopedia] Trading psychology is referred to the emotions and mental state that dictate success or failure in trading securities. Trading psychology is important as knowledge, experience and skill in determining trading success. Discipline and risk-taking are two of the most critical aspects of trading psychology, since a trader’s implementation of these aspects is critical to the success of his or her trading plan. While fear and greed are the two most commonly known emotions associated with trading psychology, other emotions that drive trading behavior are hope and regret.